Conditions for issuing of the title of "International Beauty Champion"
awarded by the FCI
(only possible in the champions class, the open class, the intermediateclass or the working class;
minimum age 15 months). The CACIB award is at the discretion of the judge. The judge may
nominate:
CACIB: the best male and female dog in a breed, if these receive a rating of "Outstanding I"
independent of the number of competitors. Minimum age: 15 months.
CACIB reserve: the second best male and female dog in a breed, if these receive a rating of
"Outstanding II". The CACIB reserve dog can be promoted and also have the CACIB
confirmed when it is at least 15 months old on the day of the show, and it has been verified that on
this show day the nominated CACIB dog had already been awarded the title of
"International Beauty Champion" by the FCI.
The reserve CACIB dog can also be promoted, if the CACIB dog had not reached the age of 15
months on the day of the show, or had not fulfilled other conditions. In accordance with the valid
regulations the FCI decides on the final award of the CACIB and the title of "International Beauty
Champion".
1. Title of »International Beauty Champion« for dogs without a working test
Four CACIBs confirmed by the FCI under three different judges in three different countries.
There must be a period of at least one year and one day between the first and the last CACIB.
2. Title of »International Beauty Champion« for dogs that have to submit to the working
test.
Two CACIBs confirmed by the FCI under two different judges in two different countries.
Furthermore written proof has to be provided that the dog aspiring for the title has taken the
working test prescribed by the FCI for competing for the title of "International Beauty
Champion". There must be a period of at least one year and one day between the dates for the two
stipulated CACIBs. The type of the stipulated working test will be supplied by the responsible
pedigree dog breeding club.
Award of the title »International Beauty Champion«
In order to award the title by the FCI, the following documents have to be submitted to the VDH
office:
1. Four respectively two CACIB nomination cards;
2. A copy of a pedigree of the dog foreseen for the title;
3. (This only applies to dogs which have to submit to the working test): Written proofs of the
working test taken by the dog with details of the test location, the test date and the responsible
judge.
Fees:
Confirmation Int. Champion * 40.00 €
Confirmation Int. Champion with working test* 25.00 €
Certificate on request for a CACIB challenge certificate 10.00 €
*incl. CACIB confirmation

